
EDUCATIONAL GUIDE



Bring creativity, excitement, exuberance, laughter, and lots of imagination to your 
classroom! 

Latin GRAMMY Award winners Lucky Diaz and the Family Jam Band are on the pulse of all things kids music 
which intertwines smart, crafty lyrics with irresistibly fresh pop beats.  With an eclectic blend from Indie rock 
to an old fashioned radio show, Lucky and Alisha, along with their enchanting band, charm and engage 
audiences with incredible medleys that are rooted in their whimsical and child-friendly imaginations! Their 
amazing and catchy tunes can be a gateway for the universal design for learning in a multitude of ways!! 
Your classroom can be filled with magical, exciting, educational, and inspiring medleys to engage your 
students independently or even in learning clubs when it comes to absorbing and experiencing new technique 
and life lessons!  

With this delightful mix of artistry, your classroom will be filled with an extraordinary atmosphere of joy 
and delight as the children experience an imaginative journey alongside incredible characters such as Blue 
Bear, Monkey Jones, and Squirrely the Squirrel! Many life lessons can be learned as they interact in a social 
capacity that integrates them into a world of culture, diversity, and independence! All while learning what 
differentiates them from another in their own unique and remarkable intricacies.  

Immerse yourself and your students into not only a creative and exciting world of imagination through the 
lyrics, but also fun ways to discover and learn about reality in their music through topics such as exploration 
and history! Exciting curriculum can be designed around songs such as “8,000 ft” about the great Amelia 
Earhart! Or even mathematic or geometric group stations inspired by their hit “Lines & Dots.” Even the 
adventurer can find inspiration in their exciting jam “Explorer.”  Bring your classroom on this exciting ride in a 
way that inspires positive and encouraging learning for all!

The following pages include all the Lucky Diaz and the Family Jam Band albums and 
how each can directly apply to core curriculum and educational standards. Please read 
the descriptions and outlines as to how to incorporate each into today’s classroom, 
museum, festival, and workshop setting.   



LUCKIEST ADVENTURE

Their debut album takes listeners on an amazing adventure with Blue Bear as he embarks through 
a culinary extravaganza! Children of all ages are then taken on a ride with Fire Fighter Girl as she 
embraces the life of an exciting and heroic firefighter!  Lucky Diaz and the Family Jam Band guide 
listeners through the incredible melodic atmosphere of “Let Me Be Yours” as it encourages children to 
be a true and honorable friend.  “Explorer” allows for the adventurer at heart to create an imaginative 
endeavor through the unknown! The final melody is an enchanting spin on “This Old Man” which 
engages children in continuing their mathematical and numeric understanding with rhythmic poetry. 

Educational Incorporation: Musical integration in the classroom creates an environment of melodic 
and extraordinary learning. With Luckiest Adventure’s incredible songs, your classroom can become an 
atmosphere of rhythmic rhymes evolving into games that enhance your student’s motor and language 
acquisition skills.  Interactive games of exploration throughout your classroom can be developed in 
order to help a student find their imaginative and adventurous side! Research has shown that through 
interactive melodic education, cognitive and developmental skills are not only promoted, but enhanced, 
and can help reach benchmarks in each child’s educational development in a new and creative way. 
“This Old Man” sings of numbers and rhythmic interaction such as clapping or tapping. Your students 
can sing along take more of an active role in their own educational development!



LISHY LOU & LUCKY TOO

A color-splashed, enhanced-reality, family-friendly variety show ala “Peewee’s Playhouse” and “I Love 
Lucy.” Lishy and Lucky create a comedic atmosphere of interaction with characters such as Time Traveling 
Tina and the quirky and sound-animated Pockets. Lishy and Lucky encourage children of all ages to 
embrace silliness with their hit “Thingamajig!” This album also inspires interest in historical icons such as 
Amelia Earhart and Jackie Robinson allowing for children to divulge in an adventurous flight at “8000 
ft,” and a great perseverance to never give up with their hit “Jackie.”

Educational Incorporation:  This chatty, comedic, and musical blend of amazing songs and 
characters creates further opportunity for your classroom to interact and become a part of something 
truly magical! Stations or group stations can be created around the historical figures referenced in 
this quirky a nd entertaining album! Can your students create a team environment similarly to Jackie 
Robinson as he played in one of the world’s greatest games? Even creative writing exercises can be 
established around fun and exciting words with inspiration from “Thingamajig!” Individual or group 
projects, even peer-reviewed projects, can be created from inspiration from their song “8,000 ft!”



   

¡FANTASTICO!

2013 Latin GRAMMY award winning album !Fantastico!’s release found a new audience of families 
yearning to immerse their youngest listeners in dual language right from the start, along with a global 
Spanish speaking culture of children and families alike! !Fantastico! combines amazing #1 hits from 
the band’s first four albums in an authentic transition into the Latin culture and cantata! Immerse your 
classroom in the Latin vibe as your students learn a true and genuine cultural lesson in Spanish music!  

Educational Incorporation:  With an album of heavy Latin inspiration, you can learn to use this 
music to develop phonetic and phonemic awareness in not only Spanish, but English as well. This type of 
articulation awareness with vocabulary can lead toward improved and precise fluency.  The rich heritage 
of music from the Spanish-speaking culture allows for students to become immersed and inspired by a 
society that is extremely prominent and influential in present day American society. Cultural lessons and 
curriculum can be inspired by this incredible mix of Latin Grammy Award winning music to promote 
cultural diversity, individuality, and equality!



   

OH LUCKY DAY!

A creative and eclectic blend of catchy and up-beat tunes, Oh Lucky Day provides engaging songs and 
encouraging mantras for all! This album jumpstarts the excitement with the razzle-dazzle of sweet Ella 
Diaz as she discovers just exactly how to scat some jazz with her dad, Lucky! The music then takes a 
gleeful avenue into the excitement of “Smiling” and the splendor of immersing oneself into the world of 
a “Pretty Princess.” Take a journey with the band as they head out on an exhilarating “Vacation,” or as 
they suit up for a thrilling rally-race! The band also allows for some truly beautiful and heartfelt melodic 
records such as “Light Beams” and “Dreamland” to connect with the more tender side of harmonious 
exuberance. This album truly has a bit of something magical for everyone!  

Educational Incorporation: With everything from Jazz to racecars, this album has an incredible 
amount of inspiration to meet best practice standards for any classroom! Teachers can create a peaceful 
and encouraging environment with more of a relaxed and leisurely tune such as “Dreamland” during 
periods of creative writing or autonomous time. Or an electrifying race can be established to promote 
a sense of competition and overcoming challenges! Friendship and laughter are also encouraged 
in this album with songs like “Smiling” as it promotes positivity and laughter to enrich any learning 
environment.



      

POTLUCK

Bringing children and adults alike on a whirlwind of an adventure of a friendly potluck picnic, Lucky 
Diaz and the Family Jam Band inspire and encourage independence with this album! “Lemonade 
Stand” is an incredible melody that encourages youngsters to strive for their ambitions and goals, and 
then accomplish those goals through hard work!  This idea is carried throughout the album with tunes 
such as “On My Bike” and “Squirrely the Squirrel.” Both records encourage independence along with 
experiencing new and adventurous sights and events when free time finds its way in! Further educational 
encouragement is driven by their hit “Lines and Dots” which guides and teaches about the connection 
of artistry and geometry in everyday events! Lastly, “Tres Ratones” is a fun and quirky jam recorded in 
Spanish giving a bit of foresight into the band’s future with a fun little game of cat and mouse! 

Educational Incorporation: Potluck brings all sorts of fun and inspiration to your classroom! 
Teachers can practice methods of using movement, games, rhythm, rhyme, musical moods, call and 
response, and differences and commonalities all while integrating these into many different types of 
curriculum! Scaffolding is an incredible method of integrating the lyrics and musical inspiration into your 
curriculum. Geometric tools and the inspiring song “Lines and Dots” can be used when scaffolding is the 
method of mathematical education. Additionally, project-based learning is a great way to incorporate 
this album into your lesson plan! Problem-solving, collaboration, and even presentations can be inspired 
by not only one, but all of this incredible album. 


